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Australia’s Strategic Relationship and Foreign Policy 

The following document is to assist decision makers in understanding the fundamental impact of 

potential actions and potential consequences in the current financial setting. Many politicians and 

decision makers may be unaware of the effects of their decisions on the physical economy. The term 

physical economy has been used to describe the functioning of the economy that creates the basics 

for production and growth, as well as the superficial indicators such as monetary aggregates.  

Understanding physical economy is essential as it is the substance that creates economic affluence 

including those things we consider as indicators of a healthy economy. The principles of the physical 

economy should not be confused with the principles of Keynesian economics. The application of the 

Keynesian model is partly responsible for failure of economic regulators to identify the oncoming 

crash, and the failing attempt to halt it. However, it is not the factor responsible for the crash. That 

other factor resides in the selfish foreign policy and flawed strategic world view. It is not amiss to 

associate economic models with strategic relationships and foreign policy. It is from healthy 

economic sovereign nations that healthy relationships are obtained. Australia’s Foreign Policy must 

be based jointly on her strategic relationship to her immediate neighbours and her relationship to 

world at large from a perspective of protect her and her sovereign neighbours interest, as they are 

both inter-related to wit, peace and prosperity.   

Eradicating the Globalisation model – Australia’s historic commitment to globalisation is not a 

strategic solution to international peace nor is it the long-term solution to economic sustainability. 

Globalisation is a revision to that relic of colonial imperialism that impoverishes those nations it 

exploited and secured gain essentially for the corporations and financial interests that spanned the 

globe. Although many may say that gain was and is passed into the hand of shareholders of 

corporations; those shareholder in the larger sense are relatively few. Conversely the physical 

economies of those nations that permit
1
 the globalised pilfering are in many cases the ones suffer 

considerably.  Africa is a typical example of this.   

When national economies become wholly exploited and denuded of their natural resources a 

pressure is created that expresses itself by destabilising the political fabric of the national economy. 

Such is the risk one runs when collapse occurs in the end stages of globalisation, as it invariably will. 

Increasing globalising is destabilizing by nature.  It is in the interests of healthy strategic relationships 

that Australia should commit at a federal level, to maintaining its sovereignty, not permitting the 

operation of globalization mechanism in our country and not become a partner to hosting the 

exploitation of other nations.  

Protecting National Sovereignty – Essentially good strategic relationships are those relationships 

that exist amongst friends. Poor strategic relationships are those where rivals engineer situations to 

create a balance, poorer still are those where one holds power over another or threatens another. 

                                                             
1
 Or are not in a position to resist  
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History has repeated these lessons time and time again, however, without studying and 

understanding history one is doomed to repeat the errors of the past.   

Australia’s first concern is to protect its sovereignty, maintain its prosperity, and provide for its 

future.  These are fundamental requirements that all levels of Government; the Administrative, 

Judicial and Executive arms of our Government must protect Australia from dangers within and 

without our national borders.  However, we must extent the same sentiment to other nations. We 

must be acutely aware of those nations’ rights to protect their sovereignty to maintain their 

prosperity, and provide for their future.  At every opportunity we should practice this type of foreign 

policy. This is the keystone of effective strategic relationship.  Protecting the Sovereignty of our 

neighbours causes a reciprocating effect in those nations; as goodwill and prosperity are the 

hallmarks of a mature, strong and morally confident national entity- whilst suspicion and greed are 

the hall marks of an immature, aggressive and morally weak national entity. 

Emphasising strategic defensive models on protection of national boundaries rather than 

projection of power to potential adversaries- Australia’s DOD (Department of Defence) has recently 

issued its “White Paper” which announces Australia’s DOD strategic view towards 2020. Australia, so 

small a nation as it is, now has proceeded from 14
th

 to 13
th 

largest ranked spender in the world on 

defence expenditure! The goal to purchase a considerable number of military assets including 

helicopter aircraft carriers and 100 fighter aircraft has caused some consternation amounts our 

Asian neighbours.  

Many may determine that the strategic view of the white paper provide for the projection of power 

within the Asian Pacific Rim and elsewhere as a logistic support to the Imperial like United States 

military. 
2
Particularly in the light of the US led war in the Afghanistan perhaps an incursion into 

Pakistan and not to forget the potential build-up against Iran. 

Australia should not be defenceless, nor should any other sovereign nation; but the development of 

military power for projection purposes
3
 is incongruous with the sentiment of being acutely aware of 

other sovereign nations’ rights to protect their sovereignty to maintain their prosperity, and provide 

for their future. 

Rather Australia should develop robust military, with the ability for ready response within our 

national borders.  These troops should be provided with the best - including body armour, individual 

telecommunications and tracking devices and world class weapons, equipment and armoured 

vehicles.  Our defence department should focus on extensive tracking, surveillance and defensive 

                                                             
2
 Or alternatively in preparation for the diminishing influence of the United States in world and strategic 

matters  

3
 The use of military in a primary offensive mode 
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installations
4
 and our best defence would rely on a highly motivated, disciplined and respected ADF 

(Australian Defence Force). Our defence force asset mix should be established to respond to the 

defensive needs of protecting our sovereignty not on the projection of force to areas remote from 

our national borders.  

When a nation’s military has the wherewithal to extend its power onto the soil of another nation 

and inflict murderous aggression, the spirit of that nation not destined to sit calmly.  If Australia, or 

any nation was to be forced into a war, and if that nation had a strong secondary industry with 

effective tooling and competent trades people the very things that a health physical economy 

develops, then adequate defensive platforms
5
 would allow for the development of armaments as 

they were needed
6
. 

It needs to be appreciated by those unfamiliar with military matters that the build-up to a nation 

going to war or placing itself on an offensive footing, is not like buying a McDonalds Burger.  There 

exist a build phase which is intensely monitored by neighbouring counties. Particularly when that 

building up is primarily of offensive rather than obviously defensive assets  

The best treaty arrangement between sovereign nations is one that limits itself to defensive 

platforms - without the use of instruments to be signed or conditions to be agreed to. The next is 

defensive strategies that destroy the effect of any offensive action
7
 and are even shared by all 

sovereign nations
8
 ; the worse is offensive platforms.  Usually the effects of war are disastrous on 

the physical economy of the combating nations.  An offensive war is a nationally immature and 

selfish process whereas a defensive war may be justified to protect that to which the sovereignties 

military we have a responsibility to protect. Thus any nation that possesses a foreign policy that 

advocates an offensive war as a tactic of choice clearly indicates the moral weakness of that nation. 

In a world where neighbours are turned into friends there is little need to carry a loaded gun in our 

house; unless of course the ability of us to create friendships is poor because of a less than genuine 

desire for friendship. If this is the case there is an essentially a moral problem that underpins that 

nations desire to recourse to threat, violence and force. It is the same moral problem that allows a 

                                                             
4
 Inclusive of missile defences screens, Aerial Early Warning Systems, intelligence systems, effect well armed 

surface combatants for patrol, mine hunting, interception and support.  

5
 Military equipment, bases and infrastructure  

6
 This strategy is dependent on (i) effective intelligence and surveillance (ii) effective strategic industry 

contingency initiatives and (iii) effective and supremely drilled military responsive and contingency plans  

7
 For example the Strategic Defence Initiative (SDI) introduced in the Reagan Administration 

8
 The historical reference Ronald Reagan offered that SDI would be given to the Soviet Union to prevent the 

imbalance. The effect of the SDI coupled with the over investment in military infrastructure by the Soviet 

Union possible hastened the Soviet’s collapse commencing in 1985 
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nation (or members within that nation) to justify the looting of others lands and resources through 

the process of globalisation.  

Developing partnership approach to protect mutual sovereignty as opposed to projection of 

economic interests within other sovereignties – Where sovereign nations are committed to the 

protection and support of their neighbour’s sovereignty a paradigm shift occurs in the nature of 

relationships.  

Strategic relationships and foreign policy thus should be directed towards strengthening support 

towards neighbours; however the types of support need to be discerning; 

• Support which was altruistic would encourage a healthy reciprocity whereas support with an 

alter motive would engender distrust 

• Support which allowed both sovereignties to develop equally and mutually would be 

superior when operating between sovereignties of equal economic clout  

• Support which was essentially one-sided would be suitable for underdeveloped or struggling 

nations. 

The purpose of the support would be essentially that the nation to which we offer support is 

brought to a position that it could protect its own sovereignty, maintain its own prosperity, and 

provide for its own future- and in like manner support the sovereignty of other nations. 

The infrastructure key to co-prosperity in peace – The fundamentals to good strategic relations is 

based on both the development of good economic relations and the development of a good cultural 

understanding of our neighbours.  

However, the physical fruit of the good economic relations will be essentially derived from the co-

operation that we give to our neighbours and receive from our neighbours in the form of 

infrastructure creation. Infrastructure creation is essential to ensure the continued prosperity of 

each respective physical economy in our immediate region. 

One has to be acutely aware of the resource and infrastructure depletion that has occurred over the 

last forty years. Without an infrastructure creation focus for our neighbours and us, the extolling of 

mutually good economic relations and the development of a good cultural understanding are mere 

platitudes.  

Australia has an obligation to be at the forefront of establishing a robust physical economy and 

create a prosperous nation with economic sustainability and thereby provide a positive example to 

its neighbours. By establishing ourselves as a leader by example we can have immense effect on the 

rest of the world.  We need to release ourselves from the fetters of an old, unhealthy and restrictive 

paradigm to be instrumental in providing the juncture to a new and revitalised world view not a new 

world order.  As a nation we are not powerful enough to make the change for the rest of the world. 

The leading world nations, such as the United States, Russia, India and China are in the true position 
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to lead the renaissance of our time; however, we may be instrumental in encouraging them to find 

their moral fibre to do so. We can provide the example and this is the essential role of our strategic 

relationship and foreign policy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The author: Mark Greville 

 

I have developed the above outline for 

Assisting Sustained Economic Development 

from a risk management perspective and have 

relied heavily on the concept of physical 

economy as opposed to the failed Keynesian 

model.  

 

My background is multi-disciplinary; I operate 

a consultancy and manpower company as well 

as an RTO (Registered Training Organisation) 

providing training and assessment.  My 

profession is in risk management, 

investigations and security. For the last 38 

years I have had strong involvement in 

oriental cultural arts and the sciences. In this 

respect I have spent much time in Japan and 

other Asian regions including China, Taiwan, 

Singapore, India and others gaining a great 

insight into their economies, their strengths 

and weaknesses. I have a sound view of 

Australia’s position in respect to the strategic 

pressures that are placed upon it. I was a 

member of the Inaugural Defence Industries 

Study Course in 1993 where I gained a further 

appreciation of Australia’s strategic needs, its 

capabilities and the relationship of industry to 

support our military or other government 

contingencies. 

I have had dealings with state public service 

organisations, particularly in regard to 

vocational education and training, the NSW 

Police service, NSW Health Department, NSW 

Work Cover etc either on a day-to-day process 

of meeting compliance obligation or 

undertaking investigations/consultancy on 

their behalf. Thus I appreciate bureaucratic 

process that can be involved in administrative, 

judicial and executive functions of 

government 

 

This is an interim document for dissemination 

and comment – with your support I hope to 

develop policy documents that will assist 

Government and Policy makers to arrive at the 

best decisions for Australia generally...We all 
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have a stake in this and the stakes are higher 

that you think...  

 

If you want to add your support and 

develop our non-partisan movement 

send your email to 

info@amsd.com.au 

 

  


